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Mr. Nightow is a veteran Japanese comic artist of nearly a
decade, with works such as Samurai Spirits. He gained
great popularity as the creator of the space western comic,
Trigun, which has been adapted into a hit animated TV
series. Mr. Nightow's comic, Trigun, has just been released
in the United States by Dark Horse comics. Mr. Nightow is
currently working on the upcoming GunGrave anime.

Co s t uming

Takahiro Yoshimatsu
Mr. Yoshimatsu was the character designer for Jubei-Chan:
The Ninja Girl, Trigun and Cyber Formula. He also served as
the character designer and animation director for the popular
Slayers Movie. Currently, Mr. Yoshimatsu is enjoying the
success of his current work, the Ninja Scroll TV series.

Daisuke Moriyama
Mr. Moriyama is the creator behind the critically acclaimed
and widely popular Chrno Crusade manga, now being
distributed by AD Vision Manga. The Chrno Crusade anime
already has a strong fan following in the United States and
is being produced in Japan by Gonzo Productions.

T.M.Revolution
T.M.Revolution has sold millions of albums in Japan and is
taking the United States by storm. He has swept into
American households with two title tracks from the hit
anime series Mobile Suit Gundam Seed and Rurou ni
Kenshin (AKA Samurai X). Heart of Sword, and INVOKE
have already been huge hits in Japan.

Nami Tamaki
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Nami Tamaki is the 15 year-old prodigy behind the hit
opening theme song Believe from Mobile Suit Gundam Seed.
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Miyavi has sparked an unbelievable solo career with his
first full album Gagaku released on October 2002. With each
new release, Miyavi touches on a wide range of music that
encompasses hard rock to acoustic. His instant popularity
has placed him on the cover of Shoxx and Fool's Mate, the
premiere visual kei magazines, several times. Now he's
crossing the Pacific to rock the U.S. at the Pacific Media
Expo!
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